
1. B.COM 

The commerce and Finance professor curriculum officer specialisation and practical in this which 

prequel the students to face the modern days challenges in commerce and business It is 100% 

placement orientation professional course eligible to pursue to become a Company Secretary. This 
program could provide well trained professional for the industrial, banking sector, insurance 

companies, transportation is warehousing etc to meet the well trained manpower equipment the 

students should passes the knowledge skills attitude during the end of this program. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  BA  

The purpose of associate of the earth program is to guide each student towards attending a board 

culture background as foundation of his her and eventual professional and to ensure that students 

develop fundamental skills and to lifelong commitment to learning Students will communicate 
competitive through writing reading speaking and listening student will increase the understanding of 

the culture and Society in which they live career options are, tourism, linguistics etc they are eligible 

to appear from any competitive exams conducted by Union Public Service Commission Karnataka 
Public Service Commission etc  

 

3. BBA  

BBA program has been designed to prepare graduates for attending a following specific outcomes 
title thinking skills students are eligible to define analyse and device solution for structured and 

unstructured business problems  

 
4. BCA 

 The curriculum prepare students for a career in Software Industry by the students with the latest 

revolution in technology the programs Aim sto educate students in Computer Science and information 
technology with dancing on hands on practical training in software development career after BCA 

system manager network system administrator to entrepreneurship software developer for techno 

Marketing System analytical web designing specialist database administrator  

 
5. BSC  

Bachelor of Science of the BCA degree courses a graduate degree concern is science this course 

forms the basics of science and comparisons of these subjects like physics chemistry and mathematics 



after the completion after the completion of Bsc degree there are various options available for the 

Science students they can go for marketing degrees in Science that is MSc go in research areas can 

even look for professional job orientation course of an they may join only MNC companies after their 

completion of the course. 
 

6. M.Com 

Master of Commerce provides a systematic and rigorous learning and exposure to banking & finance 
related disciplines. To train the students to develop conceptual applied and research skills as well as 

competences required for effective problem solving and right decision making to enable students well 

versed in national as well as international trends  to facilitate the students for conducting business 
accounting and auditing practices to provide in depth understanding for all core areas specifically 

advanced accounting International accounting management research methodology business 

environment and tax planning etc. 

 
7. MA (English) 

To understand an introduction to language & influence of the ideologies of the times on literature. 

Critically appreciate a work of literature given the background of the age and the Writer. The students 
will learn to read analyse and interpreted the work of literature to acquaint them with the forms 

structures and the aesthetics of style and techniques of literary works. 
  



 

 


